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3.2 Definitions 
Codeword: access code, which is used by a Requestor or LCS Client in order to gain acceptance of a location request 
for a Target UE.  The codeword is one part of the privacy information to be registered by a Target UE user. 

< Skip to the next change> 

 

6.4 Target UE Subscription 

6.4.1 Privacy Subscription Options 

It shall be possible for a Target UE Subscriber to subscribe to various types of privacy classes. The default treatment in 
the absence of the information to the contrary in the Target UE Subscription Profile shall be to assume that access is 
restricted to all LCS Clients (unless using privacy overriding, or otherwise overridden by local regulatory 
requirements).  

Privacy Attributes consist of: 

Codeword:  determines appropriatewhich Requestors who are accepted by a Target UE user; 

Privacy Exception List: determines which LCS Clients and classes of LCS Clients may position a Target UE; 

Privacy Override Indicator: determines applicability of the Privacy Exception List. 

6.4.2 Codeword 

It shall be possible for a Requestor to request the location request with the Codeword assosicated with the Target UE 
number.  The codeword should be registered in a PLMN (or in a Target UE) by the Target UE subscriber in advance if 
the Target wishes the PLMN to perform the checking.  The PLMN (or the Target UE) shallshould compare the 
codeword sent from the Requestor with the codeword previously registered codeword.  The location request originated 
by the Requestor should shall only be accepted only when if the comparison is successful.  The other privacy settings 
should also be checked even if codeword checking is performed and vice versa.  

In the case that the codeword is checked by the PLMN, the codeword would not be sent to the Target UE.  In the other 
case that the codeword is checked by the Target UE, the Target UE subscriber needmight not register the codeword in 
the PLMN. 

The Target UE Subscriber may register multiple codewords in the PLMN for multiple Requestors.  Once the codeword 
has been set and properly distributed, the Target UE user would be protected against location requests from third parties, 
which do not know the appropriate codeword.  

Alternatively, the codword supplied by the client with the request may be forwarded to the Target UE for verification 
and acceptance. 

The codeword is applicable to the value added services only. 

6.4.23 Privacy Exception List  
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